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Sun Down
Nik Freitas

Key is F,  Strums are in 16th notes, just listen to the song and play along with
it.  
You will get it

Arpeggio on F

           F
I want to stand
     Bb                     F
on a mountain that s way up there
Bb                 Bb/A          Gm                       C
connecting all the street lights shinin headin off to da do
C7
who knows where
              F             Bb                      F
And I want to know if you ve ever felt the same way too
Bb               Bb/A              Gm
throwing up your hands and putting down the things
             C            C7
that you were supposed to do

Bb                           F
The futures got some missing teeth
Bb                     Bb/A              Gm
seems the world at any second could be a memory
        C          F
come.   sun....    Down.

F                      Bb                        F
I want to skip all the spaces where the air gets thin
Bb             Bb/A         Gm                       C
Taking all the back streets avoiding where the ends meet
   C7
up again

              F              Bb                     F
And I want to know if you ve ever felt the same way too
Bb              Bb/A              Gm
starring at the plans you weren t ever
C           C7
planning to do.

Bb                                 F
Well the ghosts are picking up the scent
          Bb               Bb/A           Gm
seems the locks on all the doors won t be relevent
     C        F



Come Sun.     Down

Bb
WHOA oh OHhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

F
oh OHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Dmin
Whoaaaaaaaaaa ohhh  oooooooooooooohhhhhhhhhh

C
HOOOOOO oh ow OHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Guitar solo For 8 bars

F, F, Bb, F,Bb, Bb/A, Gm, C, C7

              F             Bb
And I want to walk with the feeling
                 F
That I am gettin somewhere

Bb          Bb/A     Gm
Moving to a new moon rising, it could be miles
       C          C7
before I start to care
              F
And I want to know
              Bb                      F
Well if You ve ever felt the same way too
Bb               Bb/A        Gm
Sticking out you hand for anyone or anything
         C       C7
that you might.. hold onto
Bb                                 F
They re putting money in those big accounts
          Bb                   Bb/A
Seems the price in what it all means
Gm
could get a check to bounce
   C       F
at sun.... Down

Bb
WHOA oh OHhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

F



oh OHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Dmin
Whoaaaaaaaaaa ohhh  oooooooooooooohhhhhhhhhh

C
HOOOOOO oh ow OHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Guitar solo again over the verse and then fade out on F


